
E-Cigarette Type-C Conversion Kit User's Guide

Naturally, because we invented the concept of packaging everything together in one convenient kit, the 
manufacturer has not created an instruction manual for our Type-C Conversion Kit. Of course, the 
manufacturer never created one for any of the individual components contained in this kit, either.

Never fear; if you read the basic instructions, below, everything should be clear enough:

1. When you receive the conversion kit, the silver atomizer sleeve is already screwed onto the cone. Unscrew
the silver adapter ring off of the bottom of the cone.

2. Screw the silver adapter ring onto your your 510 threaded battery. There's only one way these two parts 
can screw together (you'll figure it out).

3. Remove one of the Type-C atomizer heads (the really small silver things that are pointy on one side) from 
its hermetically sealed package and place the flat side of the atomizer head into the silver adapter ring, on 
top of your battery. It should seat perfectly in the center with the pointy side of the atomizer head sticking 
up.

4. Place the widest part of the cone over the atomizer head and screw it onto the silver adapter ring. This will 
lock the atomizer head into place.

5. Open up one of the plastic Type-C Tank Cartridge packages and hold the flat part between your thumb and 
finger. If you have a needle tip bottle, you can insert the needle tip directly into the small hole located in the 
cap and fill the tank cartridge almost to the top with your e-liquid of choice.

If you do not have a needle tip bottle, you will need to pry the cap off of the large, round side of the tank 
cartridge by hooking a thumbnail into the crease and popping it off. Then, fill the cartridge almost to the top 
and snap the cap back on.

*IMPORTANT: DO NOT FILL THE TANK CARTRIDGE ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP! You must leave a 
small air pocket for the atomizer to work properly ( -¼ inch).

6. Push the fat, round end all the way down onto your cone. The flat tip side goes between your lips!
7. Without pushing the button, take five "dry drags" off of your e-cigarette. This will wet the atomizer, priming it

for use. You only need to prime a brand new atomizer and do not need to go through this ritual every time 
you fill your e-cig.

8. What are you waiting for? It's time to start vaping. Enjoy!
One Final Note: All of our tank cartridges come with three hard caps already attached. We also include 
three soft caps that you can use instead of the hard caps. Not only are the soft caps easier to pull off and 
put back onto the tank cartridges, but some people claim that they seal better, too (although we have
not found that to be true). Do not throw away the hard caps! You will find that the soft caps tear easily, so it 
is a good idea to keep your hard caps - even if you don't plan on using them - just in case you tear your last
soft cap and don't have any backups!

IMPORTANT: You should always take five drags from your e-cigarette without pressing the button when 
using a new Type-C atomizer head in order to prime it. After taking the five "dry" puffs, you can press the 
button and use your e-cigarette.
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